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THE MYTH OF AMERICAN ISOLATION 
Our National Policy of International Co-operation 

By PITMA.lll' BENJAMIN POTTER 

THE LEGEND OF ISOLATION AND 
THE EVIDENCE 

One inevitable result of the tradition of American isolation in 
international relations is to raise the suspicion, now that the ques
tion or American participation in some form or international 

. association has become so acute, thst any attempt to portray the 
United States as a leader in the movement for international 
organization is dictated by a desire to have it so, rather than a 
candid conviction that such a picture is true to life. Such a 
presentation may express a hope or, perhaps, a harmless fancy, but 
how can it be the solid truth? Did not America in her earliest 
years, and notably in 18!l3, deliberately take herself out of world 
politics, saying to Europe: "We shsllleave you strictly alone and 
shall insist thst you leave us and our continents and our govern
ments strictly alone?" 

It is the purpose of this paper to show that the American nation 
has from the very beginning led the way in the movement for 
international co-operation, and that the legend or national isola
tion as a description or American policy is sheer myth, in part a 
gigantic national self-deception, in part belied by our professed 
foreign policies and the corresponding diplomatic activities to 
which they hsve led, and in no way supported, but directly tra
versed, by the very utterances of 'Washington, Jefferson and 
Monroe upon which reliance is commonly placed to support that 
doctrine. 

This involves, to some extent, a review of familiar data. Such a 
review is not without its special point, however, for one of the 
conclusions which should be emphasized as strongly as possible is 
that "international co-<>peration" or "international organization" 
is not a new reform to be promoted by America in the future, or 
the name of a new movement which America is asked to join. The 
formula is here used to refer to the historical growth of certain 
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• 
governmental organs and practices dealing with matters or com. 
mon interest to two or more national states. International organ· 
ization as thus defined may relate to purely political topics, such 
as would arise in a diplomatic conference, or to judicial or adminis. 
trative questions such as concern courts of arbitration and inter· 
national administrative bureaus, or, finally, to commercial rela. 
tions as embodied in commercial treaties. In any case there may 
ex'ist merely a practice, such as the negotiation of a network of 
treaties dealing with the subject in question, or an organized 
institution, such as a bureau, conference, or court. America has 
promoted the development of all of these forms of international 
co-operation in the whole course of her national foreign policy. 
It is not a new thing, but one aspect of American political life from 
1774 to the present day. 

In the promotion of a better system of international organiza. 
tion the United States has undertaken two kinds of work, which 
might be described, respectively, as the work of preparation and 
the work of construction. America felt it necessary in the 
beginning to destroy certain obstacles to a better international 
co-operation and, having done that, she has gone forward to help 
build up certain institutions and practices for the better manage. 
ment or international relations in the future. 



I. EFFORTS TO DESTROY OBSTACLES TO· 
FREER AND FULLER INTERCOURSE 

From the first day of national interest in foreign affairs, 5 Sep
tember, 17741, when the Continental Congress met in Philadelphia, 
Americans objected to certain features of current international 
relations, survivals or the Mercantilist age and the age of court 
diplomacy, because these practices tended to hamper them from 
participating Cully and Creely in world trade and politics. Accord
ingly, an elaborate and considered plan of action was very soon 
outlined and action begun looking to the destruction of the 
obstacles to a freer international intercourse. 

One set of obstacles to Cree international communication was 
found in the restrictive regulations in Coree in the end or the 
eighteenth century governing the rank and precedence of diplo
matic representatives, the costume and ceremony of diplomacy, 
and the use or an elaborate and artificial etiquette or procedure in 
international negotiations. Against these factors America put 
forward a program of simple diplomatic establishments, the 
minimization and final elimination or invidious uniform and 
costume, equality o( treatment for puhlic representatives, and 
simplicity and informality in procedure.1 These proposals sprang 
to some extent merely from the American belie( in social democ
racy, but they were here applied in such a way as to acquire a 
significance in the field or international procedure and were de
liberately aimed at facilitating a Creer and therefore Culler inter
national intercourse by securing Cor republican states-America 
at large-a better standing in the diplomatic scene. This program 
-maintained down to the present day-expressed at the time the 
spirit of the coming age and has now been very largely successful. 

In similar Cashion, the United States has sought to develop, by 
treaty agreements, a body of law on neutrality, commercial rela-

'See. as tyvical of theoe policieo, Bayard to Pbelpa, lluly, 1885, u quoted in 
Wharton, Digul of InlerfuJtWruJ LmD, id. ed., I, 8U, on the question of diplomatic 
rank, and the opinion of former Secretary I. W. Footer in hil Proelie• of Diplomacg, 
26, where it is clearly ohown that America had oppooed the placing of empbuis on 
rank and distinction because of the inconvenience it caused her, together with her 
attachment to democratic simplicity, and where the lopsloolution ("the abolish
ment of all rank in tbe diplomatic body") ia pi'Op(J!ed; on cootume, - tbe cele
hmted Marcy circular of 1 .l1111e, 185:1, quoted in Moore, DiguC of 17dlm4tional 
~~~ . 
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tions, naturalization and citizenship, and extradition, and such 
other subjects as would lend themselves to legalistic treatment, in 
order to replace the shifty struggle of personal diplomacy, with its 
weapons of intrigue and chicane, by a system of common law 
giving each state its due rights without the hazard of competitive 
negotiations.1 

FouGHT lliRITIME REsTRICTIONS 

To the obstructive regulations imposed by national states upon 
entry into their ports, navigation in coast 'lfaters, straits and inter
national rivers, and to the efforts of piratical nations to interrupt 
international trade, America opposed a program of free navigation, 
free seas and a right of innocent use, calculated to amplify and 
encourage the system of international intercourse. We used the 
device of reciprocal concessions in our commercial treaties to 
break down exclusive navigation laws; we led the way in dis
~arding the harsh treatment of alien merchants inherited from 
the 18th century. All of these programs were launched in 
Congressional resolutions on 17 September, 1776, and 7 May,1784, 
were embodied in treaties with Sweden and Prussia in 1788 and 
1785, and have been continued to the present day,1 fortified in 
later years by the use of the most-favored-nation clause.• The 
power of the Barbary pirates we destroyed by force of arms, being 
unwilling to see these subsidiaries of France and Britain left free to 
prey on the commerce of weaker nations, and no international 
action in the matter appearing to be possible.4 The international 
rivers of North and South America we sought to have opened to 
common use and by 1860 we had not only accomplished this pur-

•For an e%Jlression or the policy of legalism and ita object, oee the opinion of 
former Counsellor J. B. Moore in his Principia of Amnican Diplomacy, 4tS, 42.5. 

'Tab of treaties ol1799 and 1800, with Prussia and France, in Troatiu ""
IM United StaJu and oPur POID4r., Malloy ed., II, 1486, L 496. 

' 'Plan for commercial. treaties adopted by the Congress, 17 September, 1776, in 
the Joumall of 1/u ContinenJal Congr&•, Ford and Hunted., V, 765; instructions to 
~~n ~~ill. _..rung proposed treaty with the Netherlands, 20 December, 1780, . 
,, I .• . 11!06; "'""lution of Congress or 1784 in Diplomatic Corrupondmc. of 
'::.~ A~'! Reroluttmo, Sparks ed., I, 80, The treaties with Sweden and Prussia 
..... WISe are m Trtatiu, II, 1477, 172.5. 
to 'tlferson toF Nb athaniel Greene, li January, 1785, in Writing•, Forded., IV, 2.5; 

onroe. e mary, 1785, ibiJ., ill. The texts or the agreements embodying 
~e180785ttlem17ents(Tri•n: in. Trtatiu (Malloy), I, 1, 6, 11 (Algiers); II, 1206 (Morocro); 

• • 88 poli); IL 1794 (Tunis). 
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pose to a large extent, but had been instrumental in opening the 
Danish straits for navigation free from tolls and in promoting 
a similar treatment for various European rivers.' 

The national claim to a right to visit and search alien merchant 
vessels at sea was the most formidable obstacle to be met in this 
field. It was particularly difficult to secure a renunciation of this 
right from Great Britain and to make headway against various 
British and French interpretations of maritime laws the effect of 
which was to hamper international exchange disastrously. We 
finally waged war against both France and Britain in this cause in 
1798 and 1812. Failing to secure success in treaties with France 
in 1800 and with Britain in 1794 and 1814 we pressed on.' and the 
conventions with England in 18151 and 18184 presaged the success 
which was to come in the middle decades of the century with the 
British abandonment of the right of visit and search in 1861 and 
the Declaration of Paris of 1856.1 The "right" of visit and search 
was destroyed and a larger freedom for neutral commerce in time 
of war made secure. In 1909 there was achieved, in the Declara
tion of London, what was potentially the greatest stroke in history 
for the cause of freedom of commerce in time of war.• 

SoUGHT CoMMERCIAL EQUALITY 

The most recent form of the American attack upon exclusive 
and obstructive national claims is to be seen in the protest against 

1&rolufionarJ Di~ Corrupondena of 1M Unitd Statu, Wharton eel., Ill, 
~. S5S, S7S; IV, 78; and paui-. for opening of MiasiloiPI>i; the opening of the 
SL Lawrence waa ............ on a basil of reciprocit;r by the tm.t;r of ISM, and W&l 

confirmed by the tm.t:r of Washington in 1871; text in T....tiu (MaUoy),l ,778, 
700. In 1853, the Parana and Uruguar rivers through Argentina were opened; 
text of treaty in T....tiu (MaUoy),l, 18; m 1858, the Amaaon and La Plata through 
Bolivia, text in ibid., US ""'·• esp. 122; in 1859, the Paragua;r and Panma through 
Paraguay, text in ibid., llat 186S. Ten of convention between Denmark and the 
United State. relating to the Sound D,_ in ibid~ I, 1180; text of treaty between 
Denmark and various powen of EllrO{le in Brin.J! tmd Forftgt& BloU Paper., XL VII, 
24. For the campeign of protelt waged by the United Stat... in the yean before 
1857 oee the diplomatic correspondence in ibid., XLV, 807,86S, and in Senate 
Executive Document No. I, S6tb Congreso, lot Seui011, 26-41. 

'See diplomatierorrespandence in BritU/otmd Fureip BtoU Powr1,XXIV,l00'7• 
XXXI. 685; XXXII, 433, 665, and oorr.,.poadenee with European powen at ou~ 
break of Crimean War in 1854. in ibid., XLVI, 811, 84S, u typical.,._ 

I'Jieatiet of 1794, 1814, and 1815 with Grat Britain in T....tiu, I, 590, 611, Oil. 
'fen in T....tiu, I. 6S1 ,.,. 
'Moore, Prineipluof ..t...mca.. Dip/qrnGcr, 81,114. 
ITenand OOIIUIIellt&ey in Higgi111, BafiUO P.- Canfomu:u,ll56.. 
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attempts at the monopoly of territorial and commercial privileges 
in the Orient and the Near East. Secretary of State Hay took 
occasion in September, 1899, in view of recent actions by ~he 
powers looking to the distribution among themselves of exclusJve 
spheres of monopolistic privilege in China, to declare for a system 
of "equality of treatment for all foreign trade throughout China." 
In the following March the hesitating replies of the powers were 
considered (m) as final and definitive by the Secretary.1 The 
principle has been repeatedly put forward since that time. In the 
midst of the Boxer affair it was set forth anew in application to 
China;1 in 1906 Secretary Root secured its recognition as regards 
Morocco; in the past two years it has been applied, in the form of 
the mandate theory, to territories formerly held by Turkey, to 
Persia and to colonial territories under the League of Nations. 
In still more recent days America has waged a campaign for free 
and equitable cable communications unhampered by national 
exclusions and monopolies of cables and landing privileges.• 

In two of these episodes the United States acted in such a way 
as to make it appear that we sought to avoid international co
operation even for purposes which we tried ourselves to sene. 
Thus, we refused to participate in the international conference 
which considered the Danish Sound dues on behalf of the European 
powers and we refused to join in the international act now known 
as the Declaration of Paris which, ~ substance, supported certain 
of our cherished contentions regarding neutral commerce and 
blockade in war at sea. An examination of the record, however, 
will show that America refused to join the Sound Dues conference 
largely because the European Powers were unready explicitly to 
deny the principle back of the Sound Dues, or to avow the Ameri
can principle in its own name, and largely because an attempt was 
made to inject into the conference an element which could not 

'For the instruction of 6 September, 1899, and the replies thereto, with the final 
instruction of 20 March, 1900, see Foreign RelatUnu, 1899, 129, 148. 

'Hay to Herdl.iska, S July, 1900, Foreign Relation~, 1900, 288. 
'For the Amencan demand lor the "open door" in Morocco see Root to Speck von 

Stemburg •. 19 February, 1906, in Bishop, Th«K!Mo Roos...U and hu Ti,.., I, 489; 
lor the pobcy aa applied in Turkish territories, Mesopotamia and Persia and to the 
mandateoolthe League of Nations in 1920see TM New York Timu, 21 November, 
1920, p. S, and paui111. TM New York Timu, 1920, ptJ.I•im, especially 5 October, 
P· lS. an~ I October, P: 17, givea a aummary of the communications problem, and 
the Amencan attitude m regard thereto. 
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help the main object in view and which would be likely to create, 
instead, national divergencies better avoided, namely the qtw,;tion 
of the balance of power among the nations of Europe} Similarly 
in the case of the Declaration of Paris: our abstention restt>d 
partly upon a desire to go farther than the powers were willing to 
go,-to the exemption from capture of all private property at s<'a, 
-and partly to avoid a certain provision of the a!!reement which 
we believed, made for naval militarism and competition in arrna
ments, the clause, that is, which, by suppressing privateering, 
would make national maritime defense dependent upon the crea
tion of an adequate standing navy! 

That America has not invariably n•jected the method of con
ference and joint action may be seen by reference to three widely 
separated incidents, 

In 1780 the American Congress was so impressed with the 
charact<'r and probable effect of the rules of maritime warfare pro
claimed on 28 February of that year by the Empn·ss Catharine 
at the head of the first Armed Keutrality that instructions Wl're 

given to l\Iinister Dana to "subseribe the treaty or convention" 
establishing the "neutral confederacy." The united StatL-s was 
to enter this general alliance if an invitation could be obtained.' It 
can not be maintained, of course, that Ameriea contemplated par
ticipation in the first Armed Neutrality out of enthusiasm for the 
idC'a of international confederation for its own sake. The aetion 
was not ewn dictated by loyalty to the principk-s of maritime 
freed om espousC'd by the alliance, a! though these princi pies did Ia t er 
come to constitute an American ideal in their own right. The act ion 
was based upon a dt•sire to protect "commerce in lwhalf of tht·se 
lJnited States" to the end that the strug!!le for independence might 
be successfully prosecuted.' The significant aspects of the decision 

1For declaration of President Pit>rce e-mbodying this position, S('{" his Third An
nual MPssage, of 31 December, lM55, in Me3sages of the Prcsidcr~ls, Hi<-·hnrdson ed., 
\", at s:ls. 

2For poli<'y of rnited States see President Pierce'!Ol Fourth Annual ~[t>ssn~P, ~ 
Dect>mber, 1856, in ibid., \', at 4Ji; see also theM~. instrUC'tions to Amt·ri<'an 
rt>presentatives abroad regarding the declaration' and the attitude of the I' nih•1l 
States relati\·e thereto as quoted in :Moore. Digest of International Law, VII, :-ws. 
583, and the correspondence in Diplomatic Correirpolldence, 1861, passim, as l·ited 
by ~luore. 

1Rerolutiona'y DiplorTUJiic Co,e.porukncr of the Fnilrd Statu. (Wharton), I\", ~01. 
'Ibid., n. ~s1. 718. 
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are its indication of the desire on the part of the Congress to 
utilize such a method, their belief that such a method was of mlue 
to American purposes, and the opposition between the maritime 
program of the Armed Neutrality and the anti-social policy of 
Britain in her naval warfare. It was this same program of liberal 
maritime law that was put forward in the resolution of 7 l\lay, 
1784, as a basis for new commercial treaties. 

Over a century later the United States was still attempting to 
secure a liberal reform of maritime law by general international 
conference and the establishment of an international prize court 
through the London Naval Conference and one of the conven
tions signed at The Hague in 1907. 1 And it has already been seen 
that we have put forth and reasserted the doctrine of the open 
door by similar methods.• Whenever the method of joint inter
national action has seemed promising it has been adopted; where 
it ha.• been rejected it has been because it seemed calculated to 
defeat its own purpose. 

Thus in many forms, under many names, through many suc
cessive years the United States has prepared the way for a general 
system of free international organization and co-operation by 
at tempting to destroy exclusive national diplomatic and com
mercial practices standing in the way of such a development. 

'Texts in Trcutio. S"pplement,1911'--19J.3, Charles ed., III, 2~8. 266. 
• Above, notes to p. 4~8. 



II. BUILDING FOR INTERNATIONAL 
CO-OPERATION 

ARmTBATION, p .AN AMERICANISM .AND ALLIED ACTIVlTIES 

Not all of the American contributions to the cause of inter
national organization have been or this preliminary or prepara
tory character, however. Besides destroying obstacles to closer 
international intercourse the United States has been active in the 
process of building up positive institutions or world government. 
This activity may be studied under various titles and may be 
examined in the texts of certain public documents which serve to 
summarize American policy regarding the development of inter
national organization and practice. 

The United States has made its chief contribution to this move
ment by supporting the development of the organization and 
practice of international arbitration. This policy is well set forth 
by Secretaries or State Hay and Root in 1899 and 1907 in the 
instructions issued to the American delegates to the Hague Con
ferences of those years.1 It was declared in the instructions of 
1899, that "it is believed that the disposition and aims or the 
United States in relation to the other sovereign powers could not 
be expressed more truly or opportunely than by an effort of the 
delegates or this Government to concentrate the attention or the 
world upon a definite plan for the promotion or international 
justice," and an historical resum~ was appended to the text or the 
instructions to illustrate the peculiar interest which America has 
always taken in this cause, along with a draft proposal for such a 
court as we hoped to see created. In 1907 the American delegates 
were instructed, as the American policy in the conference, to 
advocate a general treaty of obligatory arbitration to cover all 
questions "of a legal nature or relating to the interpretation o( 
treaties," and to try to secure an improvement in the judicial 
character of the arbitral tribunals of The Hague.1 

•Instructions by Secretary ol State 1o1m Hay to delogatel ol the Uaited State. 
to the Internatioaal (P...,.,) Conference at The Jlatue, 1899. with AnDes A, being a 
Historkal Resume mating to the movement for the puilic oettlement of inter
aatioaal dispute. in America from 18St to 1899, and Ia..tructiona to the delegate. 
of the United State. to the Seoood Internatiooal p...,., Coaf-, 19(17, in Scott. 
H- p_,., C011j..-a, ll (documentl), 8, II, 181. 

1Jbi4., ,....; .. 
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DEVELOPMENT oP JUDICIAL FoiW.S 

These critical and far-reaching professions and purposes have 
not been unsupported by actual performance in American dip
lomatic history. Beginning with Articles V, VI and VII of the 
Jay treaty of 1794 wherein three arbitrations were agreed upon 
with Great Britain,1 and Article XXI of the agreement with Spain 
signed at San Lorenzo in 1795, for a claims arbitration,• the United 
States has shared with England the leadership in this particularly 
stable form of international organization. This is signalized by the 
four arbitrations provided for in the treaty of Gheni.' the arbi
trations arranged with Britain in the conventions of 18184 and 
18~~.' the Geneva or Alabama claims arbitration, and the Bering 
Sea and North Atlantic fisheries arbitrations provided for by the 
agreements of 1871, 189~, and 1909, respectively.' The United 
States and Great Britain have submitted more claims to arbitra
tion than any other nations.' Finally, at the Hague Conferences 
themselves, the American delegates translated their instructions 
into action by leading the nations in their advocacy of obligatory 
arbitration and of the establishment of an international prize court 
and a general court of justice, in contrast to the already existing 
arbitral tribunal, a and in the year 19~0 the plans for the court of 
justice erected under the League of Nations were drawn up under 
the leadership of two American jurists, one a former Secretary of 
State, notwithstanding the reputed American hostility to the 
League itself.• 

1Moore, lnt.,.,.ational Arbitration. to which th• Unjjed Statu hru butt a Parly, I, 
Chapters I, IX, X; text of treaty in Treat; .. (Malloy), I. 590. 

'Text of treaty in Treatiu, II. 1640. . 
'Moore, Arbitration., I. Chapters II, III, V, VI. 
'By Article V of that pact; text in Treatiu (Malloy), I, 6S1 uq. 
'Text in Treatiu, 1, 6S,, •"''· 
IText in ibid., 700, 746, 885. 
7Data compiled hy LaFontaine in his Hi.toiro d.. Arbilragulntnnationaur, 4-5. 
&Introduction of the American plan for compulsory arbitration at The Hague in 

1907, and the addresses of Mr. Choate in support of the movement in La Deuzi~me 
Confberwo l""'""'"""als do Ia Poiz, 1907, II, 88S, ~. 889, and 90, 91, !!OS d 
p<u.im. See also the American project for a court of justice as presented at The 
Hague in 1907 and the speeches of Mr. Choate and Mr. Scottinsupportofthis 
plan in ibid., IOSI and S09, SIS, S27. 

tSee presa accounts of the work of Mr. Root and Mr. Scott in Tho New Yor" 
Tim ... June and July, 1920, po.o.im, especially 16 July, 1920, page 10; it will t..; 
recalled that these two jurists had held the posts, reopectively, of Secretary of 
State of the United Ststea and American delegate at the time of the confereoce 



UPBOLDEB OF LEGAL METUODS us 

Attempts have been made from time to time to represent this 
American attachment to judicial Corms of international organiza
tion, and the preference Cor such forms in contrast to political and 
diplomatic forms, as betraying a reluctance on the part of the 
United States to commit herself freely to the program of inter
national co-operation except in its mildest form. The prcfcrenee 
has been referred to in deprecation, as in some sort revealing an 
essential hesitation in this connection on the part of America, for 
all her fine protestations. Such an interpretation of the American 
attitude in the premises is not so much erroneous as incomplete; it 
stops short of the main point. The preference mentioned has been 
clearly manifested by the United States, and is latent to-dny in 
current criticism of the League of Nations as a political and 
diplomatic organization giving too little weight to legal institu
tions and judicial decisions.1 The preference is based upon the 
belief that more progress is to be made in international rclatiollll 
by the appeal to law and a judicial application of principles set up 
by common agreement than by diplomatic and political action, 
involving, perhaps, military coercion exerted by interested natiollll 
or partisan national groups.1 The cost and danger of such action 
has seemed prohibitive because of the small prospect of beneficial 
results. Our feeling is one of positive preference for a more 
effective promotion of the principal object rather than a desire to 
avoid responsibility. And no nation has so COIUiistcntly and 
strongly advocated this particular form of international organiza
tion in which it does believe as has the United States. 

There is one form of international co-operation where the in
fluence of the United States has been felt but lightly, namely, in 
international administration, and the reasons for this fact prove 
the exceptional character of the case. We have joined few inter
national unions and contributed little to this very practical form 
of international government because of our geographical position. 
Whatever be the case regarding our relations to European inter-

or 1907 and that the fine lnotructio1111 to the Am•rimn delegate~ at that time had 
been dra wu up by Mr. Root. 

1Americo11 Fareigll Policy, u cited above, note top. 435. 
'See the reftection of this in the paragraphs of Mr. Roof a llllltructiono of 1907, 

which l't'late to "improvements to be made in tbe proviloiono of the convention 
relative to the padtic eettlement of interlllltionol disputeo," cited above, note 1, 
p ... I. 
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national politics, our frontiers do not run with the frontiers of 
Fra~lCe or Germany, railroad trains do not come rolling into our 
t~mtory fro~ a half-dozen foreign nations, nor does our daily 
hfe depend directly upon the close functioning of international· 
adjustments in the spheres of communication, law and business. 
In the Americas, where such conditions have recently developed, 
we have engaged rather extensively in just this sort of international 
administration, under the Inter-American High Commission set up 
by the First Pan American Financial Conference of 1915.1 

BROADENING pAN AMERICANIS:!.I 

This Pan American Financial Conference of 1915 marked a 
change in the character of the Pan American movement which 
has a special claim to attention at this point. In the beginning, 
Pan Americanism was confined largely to the political and di~ 
lomatic plane of international relations; in the last few years we 
have seen a change of emphasis leading to the development of a 
Pan Americanism in the fields of science, law, and economics. 
Each of these varieties of Pan American international organization 
deserves attention, the former as it is described in the instructions 
issued by Secretary of State Clay to the delegates of the United 
States to the Panama Congress of 18~6. the latter as referred to by 
Secretary of State Lansing in his address to the Second Pan Ameri
can Scientific Congress in Washington on 27 December, 1915. 

The independent South American republics had greeted the 
Monroe doctrine with enthusiasm.• In 1824 Bolivar proposed an 
American international conference at Panama to create a con
federation for the preservation of peace among the American 
nations and for a defense of their national rights.• When a~ 
proached by Mexico and Colombia regarding attendance at the 
proposed conference the Government of the United States was of 

•On the Pan American Financial, Conference. of 191~ and the 'Yo~k ~! the Inter
national High Commission (now ' Inter-~mencao H1gh Co':""'JSSlon ), - p,.,.. 
cuding• of 1M Firn Pan American FinancioJ Conferenco, publiShed by the Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, 1915, and an Appendiz lo 1M &porl of 1M 
UniUd Statu Section of the I~o~ High Comm~non on the first general meet
ing of the commission at Bueooa Aires m 1916, published as Senate Document No. 
7S9, 64th Congreu, 2d session. . W . · VI so 

'C. A. Rodney to Monroe, 10 February, 18!U, 1n Monroe, ri~ng8,. •' · 
'Text in Internotional Amorican Conforonco, Rt'f1Drl8. am! Ducu .. wn_•• (Wash· 

ington, Government Printing Office, 1890), Vol. IV (Histor1<-al Appemhxl, 159. 
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divided mind.t In the end, commissioners were nominated by the 
President, confir.rned by the Senate, and instructed by llcnry 
Clay, Secretary of State! 

The instructions to the delegates of the United States constitute 
a remarkable exposition of the positive side of the Monroe doc
trine, and a fairly complete exposition of our policy regarding 
international organization as applied to the Americas. The pro
gram set forth by Clay included, among other things, the preser
vation and development in America or the concept or neutrality 
in international law,• the extension and protection or neutral rights 
in commerce at sea,' the general adoption by the American nations 
oC most-favored-nation treatment in commercial conventions,• a 
joint declaration of the principle or the Monroe doctrine,• joint 
support Cor an isthmian canal,' and the development of arbitra
tion among the American nations.• The elements in this program 
were drawn from the characteristic American theory of inter
national relations, and the Secretary Cully realized this. President 
Adams supported him in the movement, although the President 
seems to have been much less interested in the proposed Congress 
than his Secretary of State, apart from its bearing on domestic 
political issues. While he became quite enthusiastic at first hear
ing of it, and supported it vigorously in messages to Congress, he 

'pays little attention to it in his diary.• Both bespoke the con-
1For the original invitation, in the opring and fall of1825, and the reply of the 

United Statea thereto, - Clay'a report to Adam., 20 Deeember, 1825; Salazar to 
Clay, I November, 1825; Ohrejon to Clay, 8 November, 1825; Clay to Obrejon, SO 
November, 1825; Clay to Salazar, aame date; in ..t...nca.. BIGU Pap1r1, For<ign 
Relatimu, V, 835, 8S6, 887, and 8S8, reopectively. 
~ nomination waa made in a opecial meoo&fl" to the Senate on 28 Deeemher, 

1825, to he found in Mu«~gu (Ricbardoon), II, 818 lf!t/·o the ..,.,)ution of the 
Senate advising and oonoenting to the appointmenta io to be found, tol!"'her with 
many documenta relating to the oropooed oongreao, and prooeedingo in the Sen· 
ate regarding the oame, in Allllrictm SIGU Papn1, Forrign Relati.tml, loc. cil., 839 
"''· eop. 877; the instructiono are in r,.,.,..,;.,a1 Allllrica11 Confnrnu, IV, 115 "''• 
The dehateo in the Senate and Howe are in the &,iNr tf DllxliM ill Ctm9'ou, 
Volume II, Part 1, 162, a lf!tl., 11!61 ffl ""'·• and pa.,; ... 

1InUmationoJ ..t..m.:1111 Conft:rmt:t~, u cited, lit""'· 
•Ibid., 11!6 "''· 
'Ibid., 1!!9 ...,, 
llbid., 1S6 ...,. 
?Ibid., 148 ""'· 
l[bid., lit, 148. 
•Memoir~, VI, 581, (''Thio ia a grain rl mUII.ard -.1"), 587; Vll,18, 65, '75, 81 

and ,._;,.; for the _,... rl 1!6 De<ember, 1816, and 15 March, 181!6, -
M_,...II. 818, 8!!9. 
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tinued support of several policies reviewed above as they had long 
been promoted by the United States. In addition, the instructions 
inaugurated a new procedure Cor carrying out these policies, 
namely, the method of Pan American co-operation, of the inter
national organization of the American republics. 

Subsequent years saw changes in the pace and the terms of the 
Pan American policy, but no permanent setback Cor the movement. 
The efforts of 18!l6 were premature, and in the next generation 
the United States was engrossed in the domestic problem of slav
ery and was led by the slave owners, who had raised the chief 
opposition in Congress to the conference at Panama, into a career 
of conquest in the southwest which resulted in neglect and tacit 
repudiation of the Pan American policy.1 

REVIVAL OF FoRMER PoLICY 

After the Civil War, however, there came a revival of the policy, 
the effects of which have lasted to the present time. Preceded by 
certain significant events in the diplomatic world, namely, the 
mediation of the United States which resulted in the settlement of 
the war between Spain and Peru, Chile and Ecuador, in 1871 and 
the choice of the President of the United States as perpetual arbi
trator, in default or special agreements choosing other arbitrators, 
by Chile and Colombia, in 1880,1 the year 1881 saw a reappearance 
of the idea of American international conferences, with Blaine's 
invitation of that year.• In 1889 came the first International 
American Conference, held at Washington upon the invitation of 
Congress. The years 1901, 1906, 1910 saw the meetings, at ever
shortening intervals, or additional international American Con
ferences or the general type. t 

10n the relations between slavery in the United Staes and t be annexation of 
territory formerly Mexican upon the feeling of Soute American atates toward the 
l'nited States, oee the testimony of former Counsllor for the Department tof 
State, J. B. Moore in his Prinriplu of American Diplmnacy, S76, SSO. 

'Text of the oettlement of 1871, signed by the American Secretary of State "in 
the r61e of mediator," in Martens, Nou .. au l!ecve;l Ghieral .U Traith, 2° ~rie, 
Ill, •75 ~<q.; treaty of Bogota, s September, 1880, in Inlematitmof American Con
fertnco, as cited, IV, 220, Art. ll. 

'Text of the invitation as oent to various Latin American atates on !19 November, 
1881, is in ibid., IV, 1~8; the dispatch is a classic statement of the American 
f~ling and policy regarding the peaceful oettlement of international disputes. 

•For the American policy in this aeries of events, oee the invitation to the con
f~nce oll889, in ibid., I, 9; addreas of welcome to this conference by Secretary of 
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In 1915 there came a change, more or less complete and per
manent, in the character of the Pan American movement. That 
change was described by Secretary of State Lansing in an address 
to the Second Pan American Scientific Congress which met in 
Washington from 27 December, 1915 to 8 January, 1916.' Speak
ing at the plenary session on the morning of the opening day of the 
Congress, Mr. Lansing began by referring to the original procla
mation of the Monroe doctrine, to the development of Pan 
Americanism as the American international policy corresponding 
to the doctrine in the nature of the ends sought, and the older 
type of Pan Americanism cast in terms of "politics" and "diplo
macy." He then declared that Pan Americanism now extended 
beyond that field, concerned itself with "commerce and industry, 
science and art, public and private law,'' and "all those grret 
fields which invite the thought of man." lie expected that this 
broadening of the field would give to the Pan American movemcn t 
an impulse and power it had never known before. So defined, 
Pan Americanism, he felt, was the most advanced as well as the 
most practical form of the idea of internationalism.' 

These words find their justification in the First and Second Pan 
American Financial Conferences, held in Washington in 1915 and 
1920, in the First and Second Pan American Scientific CongresHCS 
held in Santiago, Chile and Washington in 1907-1908 and 1915-
1916, in the effective operation of the Pan American Union over 
the period of a quarter of a century, in the work of the Com
mission of Jurists created in 1906 and of the Inter-American lligh 
Commission created by the Financial Conference of 1915. Various 
fruits in the shape of uniform commercial laws, the compilation 
and exchange of statistical data and general information of a 
commercial, industrial, agricultural or still more broadly cultural 
sort are either already at hand or within the near prospect.• 

There is presented here a phenomenon of magnitude and 
significance. Despite a feeling of suspicion aroused by our more 
State Blaine in ibid., I, 59; addreu of Secretary of State Root to the Third Con· 
terence. 1906, in &porlof 1M Dekgalu afiM Unile4 S141u to 1M Tloird lnUmational 
ConftrenuofiMAounean S141u, Washington. Government Printing Office, 1907,6!1. 

'Daily Bulktin, Sti<OIId Pan .4ouni:an ScienJ~ Conferena, Vol. I, No. 1, p. J. 
•ibid., p. IL 
'On the recent ronferen<ft and ouboidiary activitiea .,. the Bulktin of lA• Pan 

.4m...C..n Union, at dateo of eventa, and the Proce«<ing• af 1M Second Pan A m..n
<on Finarr.ciol Confereru:e, Washington. Government Printing Office, )DiO. 
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recent actiollll in Panama, in Central America, and in one or two 
islands of the West lndies,1 South and Central American nations 
have, under our leadership, entered into co-operation with each 
other and with the United States first on political and constitu
tional questions and later on questions of commercial and private 
law. The Central American states formed a judicial union, with 
a federal court, under the leadership of the United States, for the 
settlement of international disputes, and all of the nations in the 
Pan American conferences have joined in a system of general 
arbitration. The leadership has remained with the United States, 
and our only regret is that the other American nations have hardly 
been willing to go as far as the United States would wish in the 
direction of international co-operation.' 

1 On one aspect of the actions of the United States in Central America and the 
Caribbean region oince 1918, oee the articleo and documentl on Haiti and San 
Domingo in the Nation (N. Y.) for 17 and 24 July, 1~0. and dispatcheo and dia
cu .. ions in the Nev1 York Ti.,.,. for November-December, 1m, ptUoim. 

'On the creation of the Central American Court under the leadership of the 
United States, oee 7'h• Cerdral A ....-icon p.,., Confmmee, lleporl of Mr. WiUiam 
I. Buchanan, RepruonJing th• United Stater of A....-ica, Washington, Government 
Printing Office, 1908, eopecially address of the Secretary of State of the United 
States, !6, !7, and text of the convention, 48-63. This court failed of the oupport 
needed for a renewal of ita authority in 19JS, beca1110 of opposition by Nicaragua 
and the United Stateo to one of ito decisio11.1. 

On the reluctance of Latin American otateo to follow all of the ouggestiono of the 
United Stateo looking to increaoed international eo-operation oee the opinion of 
J. B. MOOJ"e in his Principlu of A...,;can Dip/<>riiOC!I, at 407. 



III. REVOLUTIONARY DIPLOMATIC 
ACTIVITY BELIED POLICY OF ISOLATION 
The conclusion or this review of the activities or the United 

States in destroying the obstacles to a freer and fuller international 
intercourse and in helping to build up the progressive institution• 
of modern international organization, however, may well suueet 
a question whether with all the evidence of American practice of 
international cO-operation we do not have authoritative declara
tions to an opposite effect. Granting that America has consistently 
tried to elevate the plane of diplomatic methods and commercial 
intercourse to the end that a better system or international 
co-operation may result, has promoted the practice of inter· 
national arbitration as no other nation has promoted it, and, in 
the American continents, has led the way in "the moat mature 
system of international organization known to history," &I hal 
been said by a competent authority, have w·e not, nevertheless 
and notwithstanding, repeatedly declared ourselves for a with
drawal from international political arrangcmenta with Europe and 
take a pledge to maintain that separation? As it has been put 
by one celebrated authority: "The attitude of the United States 
••• assumed ••• the form of an established rule of policy. 
Especially was this the case in regard to the political arrange
ments with Europe, which, as we have seen, were treated as be
longing to what was called the European system, while tho!IC of 
the independent nations of America were jealously gunrded as 
belonging to the 'American System.' This distinction the United 
States, as ita author, proponent, and champion, sought not to efface 
but to impress upon the world as a derivative of the principle or 
political nonintervention and a pledge of ita consistent observance. 
No other principle has so distinguished the foreign policy of the 
United States; and while policies are proverbially subject to mu
tation, it is probable that the ramifications or that principle will 
not be wholly overlooked in the consideration of any future plan 
of concert. I" Is not the record of action denied by euch declara
tions or purpose? 

The reply is two-fold. In the first place, the final test of Ameri
•Tbe dosing words cA Moore'• Principia t1/ Amniea11 Diplmnoc,, wordo ringina 

with a careful and not difficult wiodom; <>p. eil., 4H. <M5. 
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can policy is American action, not declarations oC ideas and 
theories. What we have done, not what we have said, reveals our 
real purposes. We may, oC course, have meanwhile been deceiving 
ourselves concerning our real purposes and proCessing-to our
selves as well as to others-to be isolationists while in reality we 
were co-operationists. There is a proCound discrepancy-at once 
pitiCul and honorable-between American proCessions and Ameri
can practice prior to 1919. 

EARLY INTEBNA7IONAL ACTIVIT! 

It should be remembered that in her earlier years America played 
no retiring r61e in world politics. On the contrary, America began 
her career in the arena of international negotiation. She was born 
on the stage or diplomacy. Because or the nature of their objects 
the "United Colonies" in 1774 were forced to begin by trying to 
get in touch with the British Government on one hand, and their 
potential Criends-France, Russia, Spain and the minor powers,
on the other. Reconciliation or independence, and especially, 
recognition and assistance, were objects to be sought, not in 
America, but in European capitals.1 The members of the Congress, 
recognizing the character or the situation, immediately took steps 
to meet it.1 Colonial agents in London were converted into repre
sentatives of the new Union• and an ever-increasing number of 
diplomatic agents was sent out to the courts of Europe.' Trea
ties of commerce were sought everywhere, loans were sought in 
Holland and France, alliances were sought in France, Holland and 
Spain.' As is well known, an alliance was obtained with France 
on 6 February, 1778, "to maintain the ••• sovereignty and in
dependence ••• of the ••• United States," and that nation 
played a decisive part in the war, a part not dissimilar to that 
played by the United States in the recent European War; Ameri
can independence was, in the crisis, the product or international 

'Compare the situation in 1775-1778 with that between the Union and the 
Confederacy in the spring of 1861. 

1 Journal• of 1M Conti....ual c,._ 177'-1789, Ford and Hunted.. L liM. 
1 Ibid., 105. 
'&.olution""!' Di~ C~ aj 1M Unil«l SlaW, Wharton ed., U. 78, 

162. !196, 869, 860; )ouruh, VII, 10, VIII. 602, 618. 
'&.x~t carr., II. 711. 161. IlL 861. IV. ut, 886; JOIU'fiiJlo, xv. uis. xvm. 

1204; 878. 
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c~peration, the fruit of an alliance of the classical type.1 Thus 
down to 1783 America had made every effort not to go it alone in 
the war with Britain but so to place herself, by diplomatic means, 
in the international system of the day as to accomplish most 
effectively her objects of permanently entering that system as a 
recognized member of the family of nations, with political allies 
and friends and commercial friends and creditors wherever they 
were needed. This program of alliances is not to be understood as 
in itself a form or international organization or c~peration in its 
better or true sense, and it is not here so presented. It signifies 
here simply that the United States did not seek to refrain from 
participating in the international political system of the day. 
The policy of 177-l--1783 was later to be regarded as one inimical 
to international ~peration and peace.• Of course there were at 
the time those in Congress who would have preferred another 
policy, a policy of going it alone. But the more experienced lead
ers succeeded in demonstrating that recognition and aid from 
other nations were necessary in the fight with Britain and that the 
American colonies were intimate parts of the world state system 
of the day .1 Indeed, it would actually appear that this policy waa 
pursued only too enthusiastically.' 

And, in general, we have pursued this policy ever since. That 
is to say, when we have had definite interests to defend or objects 
to promote, we have taken action without regard for any a priori 
theory of abstention. If the only thing required by the legend is 
that we abstain where we have no interest that we can do, have 
done, and naturally would do, even without any preconceived 
principle of action to protect us. If it is meant that we should 
abstain at the expense of our interests aa they arise. that would be 
poor statesmanship and, as a matter of fact, we have never acted 
so foolishly. 

•Text in Tr«Jtiu. L 479. 
'Below, DOte 2, p. t67. 
•J<1YrJUIU, Introduction. oec. 28; T~ Dip/mulq II/ 1M &ool..tiato, 18, 27. 
•&.. Dipl. Crm. Introduction. Seeo. 17, 18. 



IV. FALSE INTERPRETATION OF 
NEUTRALITY 

The second reply to the contention that American declarations 
deny and destroy the significance of American actions is that those 
American declarations which are supposed to deny the policy of 
co-operation do not in point of fact do anything of the kind, but 
constitute, on the contrary, declarations of a policy of co-opera
tion which have been distorted into declarations of a policy of 
isolation by the opponents and enemies of Washington, Jefferson 
and Monroe, and repeated ever since 18!M with parrot-like in
sistence. This will appear to any student who re-examines the 
documents of the time, beginning with 1789 and coming down to 
the present. Neither the policy of neutrality, nor that of no 
alliances, nor the Monroe doctrine, as declared by their authors, 
were policies of withdrawal and isolation but programs of in
creased American participation and co-operation in international 
affairs. 

The policy of neutrality first made its appearance in 1790 with 
the threat of war between England and Spain over the Spanish 
seizure of the goods of certain British subjects in N ootka Sound.1 

In spite of the sympathies felt in America for the respective nations 
in the quarrel, including France, then an ally of the court of Mad
rid, and especially, in spite of the intimate manner in which 
American interests were involved, Jefferson and Hamilton, late in 
August, 1790, advised against participating in the expected war.' 
This position was taken in reply to the British suggestion that 
"the United States would find it to their advantage to take part 
with Great Britain rather than with Spain."' And John Adams 
also advised a firm policy of neutrality, a position of defensive 
inaction, if it may be so described. • Washington, ostensibly wait
ing on the advice of the cabinet, had already formed a decision 
for a neutral policy and had so expressed himself in a letter to 
Lafayette on 11 August.' 

1John Adamo. W orkl, Adamo. ed., VITI, 497 '"'I· 
'Jetienon, Writing•, Foed ed., V, 198; Hamilton, Work., Lodge ed., IV,IO. 
'Hamilton to Wuhington, ..,_ 8 July, 1790, Hamilton, Work., IV, 6. 
'Compare note 1, above. 
'Wuhington, Wn'ting1, Forded., XI, 49S, 496; this letter does not oeem to have 

been noticed before as it deoervea to be. 
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After this it 1VIlS not surprising that the neutral position was 
adopted in 1798 when the arrival or Gen~t from France, with the 
mission of securing aid in the war with England, raised a similar 
problem. Although much attention has been given to a cabinet 
consultation on 18 April and the proclamation ofi~ April, it should 
be noted that already, ten days before, on 12 April. Washington 
had, as in the Nootka Sound episode, decided the question in his 
own mind before consulting the cabinet and had pei'!IOnally in
structed the Secretary of State to enforce a policy of neutrality. 
In a letter to Governor Lee of Virginia, dated 61\lay, Washington 
declared that he saw the necessity for a neutral policy on the in
stant of receiving news of the outbreak of war, which had come to 
him at Mount Vernon; this refers to the letter of 1~ April. without 
doubt.• 

The action of 1798 is ordinarily interpreted as an effort to re
main aloof from European politics and to attend solely to cis
Atlantic affairs. Thus, it has been said that "it really represented 
not merely an intention to keep out of the war then in progress, 
but also the national determination to resist the centripetal foroes 
of European politics, and to be left free to work out our national 
development."' Those who sponsored the policy had nothing of 
the sort in mind. Washington declared that "as soon as the war 
in Europe had embraced those powers with whom the United 
States had the most extensive relations there was reason to appre
hend that our intercourse with them might be interrupted" and 
that to pr~ent thil he was led to adopt the policy or neutrality.' 
He had in mind the maintenance of closer and more harmonious 
relations with the nations of the world. a continuation of that 
commercial intercourse into which America had entered so eagerly. 
In the address of 8 December, Washington had declared that 
"the connection of the United Stahl '!Dith Europe [my italics) has 
become extremely interesting,'' 'llld that he would inform Con
gress of the matter in a subsequent communication. Carrying 
out this pledge, the President, in a special message, dated 5 

1Washingtoa to Jelfenoa. 11 April. 1'79S, ibUl., 178; Wid., 286. For the co~t~t~l
tatioa ..., the queotio1111 cl 18 April, ibUl., 1711, &ad tbe proclamation cl II April. 
ibid., !181. 

'Fish, ,.t...,.;.,., Dip/mft4cf, td ed~ 100-101. 
'MUMJ9U, L 1811. So tbe letter to LafaJette cited DOle 1 abcrre. So Wuhin~

toD to the Earl cl Bucbaa. II April, 17115, ia Wrihnp, XIL !181, at IRS; to Hamil
'- 6 May, ibUl., XIL!186;o.clcl.-cl s December, 17115, MUOtlfN, L 138,168. 
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December, pictured the way in which our communications with 
Europe had been interfered with by French and British naval 
forces.' Washington had in mind a policy of diminishing the total 
amount of international dissension, of preserving a maximum of 
international contacts. It was a policy of greater intercourse, not 
less. 

There were those whose policy of neutrality was purely negative. 
John Adams seems to have conceived neutrality not so much as a 
positive strategical attitude as a coat of mail or a bomb proof 
shelter.1 The reception accorded by the Congress to the Presi
dent's utterances shows that that body, however, did not differ 
from his view of the matter:'. 

And it is just as useful to-day in its contemporary aspect; what
ever power for good in international relations has been enjoyed by 
America since 1914 has been due to her refusal to be grouped 
diplomatically with one set of European powers or the other and to 
her insistence upon pursuing, not as an ally but as an associate, a 
policy quite distinctly differentiated from that of Paris and Lon
don. The United States, as a result, was the only power not in
hibited, at the close of the war, from entering into some measure 
of understanding and accommodation with all the powers of 
Europe, allied, enemy and neutral. 

1lbid., 140, 1411, 147. 
'See Adams' presentAtion of his views in the Nootka Sound episode. in his W Mh, 

aa cited, oup., note i, p. 452. Later, when Adams had become President, even be por
trayed neutrality in a message to Congress on 16 May, 1797, in warmer and richer 
tones, aa a policy of justice to all belligerents and C<M>peration with other neutn.IJ, 
M .. .., .. , I, !ISS, esp. I!SS. 

1Mu..,u, (Richardson), I. 141-148, 144-1411, 169. 



V. FALSE INTERPRETATION OF 
NO-ALLIANCE POLICY 

But the Adams school was soon able to attach their peculiar 
views to another item in American policy. As early as 1774 there 
had been persons who protested against any foreign connections 
for the United States.1 After 1783 these doubters grew more 
skeptical still. The Congress gave evidence of much feeling of 
this sort.1 Several utterances of Washington dating from 1788 to 
1793 seemed to confirm their doctrine.• In the end came the 
warning against "permanent alliances" on 11\Iarch, 1797.• Four 
years later Jefferson, leader of the other great party in the nation, 
proclaimed a policy of avoiding "entangling alliances. "1 Thus was 
developed what has looked like a powerful case for the school of 
national isolation. 

Here likewise the legend will not stand the test of scrutiny. 
Washington on ll\Iarch,l797, was propounding a policy of friend
liness, not of remoteness, of incretUed co-operation, not of national 
withdrawal. He feared "partial" alliances precisely for their dis
ruptive and divisive effC<'t on international concord. lie advised 
American abstention from European alliances not as a means of 
disentanglement for safety by flight but as a more effective 
method of promoting international solidarity. In summarizing 
his advice to America on this point, in his Farewell Address, he 
said (my italics): "Observe good faith and justice toward aU 
nations. Cultivate peace and harrrwny with aU . • . In the execu
tion of such a plan nothing is more essential than that permanent 
inveterate antipathiu againat particular nation• and pasMionate 
attachmenb for other• should be excluded and that, in place of them, 
just and amicable feelings toward aU 1hould be culticated. • • • 
"It is our true policy to steer clear of permanent alliances with any 
portion of the foreign world. • • 

1Above. noteS. p. 451. 
•Report of a Special Committee to the Congreu, 11 lone, 1783, in Reo. Dipl. 

Corr. (Wharton), VL 481: lmtructiono to the Poace CoJDDJiuionen from the 
Congress, 29 October, 17SS. ibid., 717. 

'So in the letter to Lafayette already referred to: "unen!Angled in the crooked 
policies of Europe." above. note 1, p. 453; ootoJetfenon, 1 January, _1788: "For our 
situation ia such, as makes it not only un~. but extremely IDlprudent, for 
us to take part in their quarrels," in W orb, XL 1!08, 1!0t. 

• 3lu11<J!Ju, (Richardson), L I! IS, esp. I!I!S. 
'Ibid., 81!1, esp. 81!8. 
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" ••• We may safely trust to temporary alliances for extra
ordinary emergencies. 

"Harmony, liberal intercourse with aU nations, are recom
mended by policy, humanity and interest. But even our com
mercial policy should hold an equal and impartial hand, neither 
seeking nor granting exclusive favors or preferences. • • " 

Thus Washington did not condemn alliances or participation in 
general international relations but fixity and partiality in the 
direction or American policy. 

The two paragraphs most frequently quoted in representation 
of the isolation doctrine are the following (Washington's italics): 

"The great rule of conduct for us in regard to foreign nations is, 
in extending our commercial relations, to have with them as little 
political connection as possible. So far as we have already formed 
engagements let them be fulfilled with perfect good faith. Here 
let us stop. 

"Europe has a set of primary interests which to us have none or 
very remote relation. Hence she must be engaged in frequent 
controversies, the causes of which are essentially foreign to our 
concerns. Hence, therefore, it must be unwise in us to implicate 
ourselves by artificial ties in the ordinary vicissitudes of her 
politics or the ordinary combinations and collisions of her friend- · 
ships or enmities." 

OPPOSED ARTIFICIAL GROUPINGS 

By the term "political" Washington was referring again to 
partial alliances of policy. The preference for commercial or 
other nonpolitical (judicial) forms of international co-operation 
manifested in later American foreign relations derives in part from 
this source, but in part from a desire to avoid action which would 
defeat the cause or international co-operation, as has already been 
pointed out. He is also making his conclusions depend, for their 
validity, upon the ck facto absence of identity between European 
international questions and American concerns; by implication he 
would urge American intervention and participation where this 
condition was dill'erent, for in this case the probable war would be, 
to use a phrase of Jefferson's of later date "not her war, but ours." 
Finally, it is really against "artificial" diplomatic grouping• which 
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tend to disrupt general international co-operation that Wash
ington protests.' 

This theory or policy was expressed to the British Foreign 
Office in admirable tenns some 25 years later by the American 
minister in London: "Would not such a step [a proposed Anglo
American diplomatic action) wear the appearance or the United 
States implicating themselves in the political connections of 
Europe? Would it not be acuding, in this instance at least, 
to the policy of one of iU leading power• in opposition to the 
project• avowed by othe-r power•' This heretofore had been 
no part of the system of the United States. Their forei1,>n 
J>Oiiey had been essentially bottomed on the maxim of keeping 
peace and harmony with all power• without o.ffending any [my 
italics)." 1 

The conception was again vividly expressed by 1\Ir. Roosevelt 
in a letter to the Kaiser in 1906 sent through Secretary Root and 
Ambassador Sternberg. In this letter the President said that he 
would gladly drop the whole question of Morocco and Gennan and 
French rights there "in which our traditional abstention from the 
political affairs of Europe forbids the United States to take •ide1 
[my italics]. "1 

Still another expression of the same principle is found in Presi
dent Wilson's demand of 1918 that there must be no special 
alliances within the general family of the League of Nations in his 
addresses of 4 July at 1\lount Vernon and ofi7 September at New 
York City. The demand was made by Wilson-as by Washington 
-not out of antagonism or opposition to international organiza
tion but out of zeal Cor a greater measure of international co-opera
tion. As he had put the matter in his address or ii January, 
1918, "I am proposing that all nations henceforth avoid entang
ling alliances which would draw them into competitions of 
power, catch them in a net of intrigue and selfish rivalry .••• 
There is no entangling alliance in a concert of power. When 
all unite to act • • with the same purpose all act in the com
mon interest • • ." 

'The relevant part. ol the Farewell AddreM are paragrapha ~. u pven iD tbe 
M '-'INI9U. L Hl~iS. 

'Rush to Adama, lll September, 18U, iD Momoe, w,;n,,, Hamilton eel., VI, 
S7&-S7tl. 

'Root to Stomburg, 1008, iD Bishop. J. B. Tlur>Joro Rooreo.U, L 493. 
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DECRIED ALLIANCE WITH SINGLE STATE 

Likewise, Jefferson put forward his policy of "no entangling 
alliances" with the same purpose. Before 1790 Jefferson spoke of 
alliances with no animus against them as an institution; then 
there is a gap in his utterances on this subject for seven years; 
then follow several utterances in 1797, 1798, 1799 and, finally, in 
1801, in which he denounces alliances as such.1 What had hap
pened in the interval? The French alliance had proved a delusion 
and a snare. Accordingly, Jefferson now inveighs against alliances 
as defective devices, harmful in international relations, and harm
ful precisely because they tend to attach single nations to each 
other to the exclusion of others and to the hann of the general 
concord of nations: "Better . • • haul off from Europe as soon 
as we can and from all attachments to any portions of it" (writer's 
italics). It ought to be noted, in this connection, that the tenn 
"none" in the formula or 1801 is usually employed by Jefferson in 
its normal sense, the singular number; he was opposing not rela
tions with the European nations but alliances with any (one) of 
them. It should also be noted that Jefferson was less precise on 
this point than Washington and that, consequently, he did not 
remain very finn in this ideal but freely entertained the idea of 
alliances and ententes later.1 

Finally, Jefferson, like Washington, feared especially the in
fluence on domestic republican politics of such alliances with 
"favorite" nations as much as any results in the international re
lations of the nation; the significance of this on the scope of the 
policy will be evident at once. As in 1798 so in 1797 and 1801 the 
thought of Washington and Jefferson was not of national exclusive
ness or seclusion but of increased and more fruitful national par
ticipation in international relations. The principle was: no per
. ~To Franklin, IS August, 1777, in Wrililllfl, ll,ISi; to .•.. P •••• ,8June, 1778; 
sbid., 157; Memorandum on foreign policy, 1795. ibid., IV, ISO; Report on foreign 
pohcy, December, 1790; to G. Morria, 1790, ibid., 2114; Instructions to Carmichael, 
1790, ibid., V, M. To Edward Rutledge, 1797,ibid., 154; to John Taylor, 1798, ibid., 
toT.Lo~ March, 1799,ibid.,S7t; First Inaugural Addresa, t March, 1801, Mu
"'.9., (R•~n), l Sit. The formula ''peace. mmmerce, and honest friendship 
'!'th all nationa, entangling alliances with none," wu one item in a long enumera· 
~n \paragraph t of the Address aa mmpiled by Richardaon) of "the esoential 
pnnctplea of our Government./" u Jeffenoa aw them. 

'To John Taylor, 1798, to Robert Livinll'lon, April, 1802, in Writing1, VUI,'H5; 
to Mon-. !U October, ISiS, Monroe, Wrililllfl, Hamilton ed., VL S91. 
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manent alliances to entangle us with one part or Europe to our 
exclusion from another part, but an active co-operation with all 
nations on a general basis of equality. There must be no private 
alliances within the general family of nations. Not because inter
national connections are to be discouraged in general, but be
cause partial alliances obstruct the development of the common 
organization. 



VI. MONROE DOCTRINE FALSELY 
INTERPRETED 

The crowning event in the enunciation of the policy of isolation, 
as things are usually represented, was the declaration of the Mon
roe doctrine. The declaration of i December, 1823, is commonly 
taken as the cornerstone of American foreign policy. Added to the 
earlier declarations regarding neutrality and political alliances, the 
pronouncement of President Monroe has heen held to reverse all 
the diplomatic activity of the Revolutionary period and after, and . 
to deprive subsequent activities for international co-operation of 
all signilicance. 

The writer believes that such an interpretation is totally un
supported by the record. The use of the term "isolation" to 
describe either the policy of 1823 or the practice of American 
diplomacy heforeor since that time is sheer legend-mongering. It 
would he strange, indeed, to find America withdrawing from par
ticipation in international relations with European powers, and 
retiring to a position of isolation, only eight years after 1815 when 
she had stood forward so prominently for the development of 
arbitration, freer commercial exchange and so on. But we are not 
compelled to rely on general considerations such as these. The 
documents speak for themselves. They show that the action of 
1823 constituted not a decreased but an increased participation in 
international politics, not a withdrawal from, but an intervention 
on the part of America in, the world system of the balance of power 
comparable in importance and quality only with the action of 6 
April, 1917. 

The causes bringing about this step may he briefly recalled. 
A change had come over the character of the wars in Europe.1 

From 1789 to 1815 there had heen no question of principle of any 
bearing on American interests involved, except, perhaps, at the 
very first, in 1789-95. There are frequent references to these wars 
as mere capricious and selfishly competitive quarrels, and as in
volving principles foreign to American interests, as expressed in the 
following paragraphs: 

"Europe has a set of primary interests which to us have none or 
lAs Monroe and Calhoun pointed out in a cabinet meeting on !U November, 1828; 

John Quincy Ada1111, .Memoir,, Adams eel., VL 196. 
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a very remote relation. Hence she must be engaged in frequent 
controversies, the causes of which are essentially foreign to our 
concerns. 

" ••• Why ••• entangle our peace and prosperity in the 
toils of European ambition, rivalship, interest, humor or caprice ?"1 

NEU'lBALITT WHERE THERE WAS No MoRAL Issum 
In these conflicts of dynasty and commercial rivalry the attitude 

of neutrality was ethically permissible and, being permissible, was 
good business policy. It is somewhat of a shock to realize the 
way in which Washington and Jefferson rejoiced over the pro•pcct 
of profit for American business by our remaining neutral and 
selling supplies to needy beUigerents. Thus Washington wrote to 
Jefferson on 1 January, 1788, that "whenever a contest happens 
among them (the powers of Europe} ••• we may be benefited 
(in tradeJ by their folly;" and to Lafayette, on 11 August, 1790, 
that it was our policy "to observe a strict neutrality and to furnish 
others with those good things of subsistence, which they may 
want." Such a position could only escape from being the most 
degrsding sort of camp-following, of making profit from others' 
bloody sorrow on the assumption that there was no moral issue 
involved in the wars in question. There are further utterances 
betraying a similar feeling of superiority and commercial advan
tage in our peace policy in Jefferson'smessageofl7 October, 1803.1 

Even as late as 181!1! Monroe could still say, in his message of S 
December: "if a convulsion should take place in any of those 
countries it will proceed from causes which have no existence and 
are utterly unknown in these states," thereby suggesting a con
tinuation of the policy of neutrality.• 

But Monroe went on to add to his words as quoted: "[In these 
states} in which there is but one order, that of the people, to whom 
the sovereignty exclusively belongs";' and these words bring to 
light a new element in the situation. The wars of the period fol-

'Paragn.phl SS and~ c1 Washington'• Farewdl Addreu. in JluMJfu, I, 121-
223; Ada""' to Rush ("quarftls"), 28 .July, 18t3. Monroe, Wrili1111•• VL S59. 

•Letteo of Washington in Wrili"'l•• XI, 1103, '"; .Jeffenon'a meuage in M u
•agu I.S61. 

1Meuage cl S December, lSili, pvqraph Si, in Jl.....,., tf IJu p,..;,u,.,., Rich
ardson ed~ II. 19S, 1M. 

•Ibid~ 1M. 
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lowing 1815 resulted from efforts on the part of the powers to put 
down active revolutions in southern Europe. Now these wars 
were comparatively irrelevant to America also, but they were so 
only because she, on the one hand, had achieved her independence 
already and because, on the other, she would not help in the work 
of oppression. Jefferson says, somewhere in his correspondence. 
that having become free ourselves, we shall certainly not help to 
prevent others from imitating our example. The departure which 
she might be led to make, -and it was in this direction that action 
was eventually taken,-was to assist the revolutionary move
ment, as she might have done in the years following 1789 if cir
cumstances had been otherwise: that is, if the American internal 
situation had been more coherent, public opinion more united, 
and the nation more powerful at sea; if the French revolutionists 
had been more circumspect at home and abroad; and, especially, if 
the Federalists had not dominated the American political scene. 

Hence Monroe could and did couple with these remarks on the 
American position warm hopes for the success of the revolutionary 
Greeks and of the revolting Spanish colonists: 

"A strong hope was entertained that peace would ere this have 
been concluded between Spain and the independent governments 
south of the United States in this hemisphere •.•• We still 
cherish the hope that this result [peace with recognition) will not 
long be postponed." 

"The mention of Greece fills the mind with the most exalted 
sentiments and arouses in our bosoms the best feelings of which 
our nature is capable •••• It was natural, therefore, that the 
reappearance of those people in their original character, contend
ing in favor of their liberties, should produce that great excite
ment and sympathy in their favor which have been so signally 
displayed throughout the United States. A strong hope is enter
tained that these people will reconr their independence and 
resume their equal station among the nations of the earth." 

AmiNO CAUSE 01' UBERTY 

Indeed, not nearly enough attention has been devoted to this 
-whole movement in American policy, which has been called the 
.. American interest in popular government abroad" as a quali-
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fication of our reputed policy of isolation.' Later, in June of 18~:1, 
Monroe wondered whether America could not take a bolder attitude 
toward the situation in Europe than '1\·e had in 179:1, whether we 
could not "afford greater aid to that cause [of liberty) than '1\·e 
then did." In the action of 1828 the democratic forces were thus 
doing what they had failed to persuade the government to do in 
the early days of the popular movement in Europe.• 

With this program in the hack of his mind, and aware of at 
least the general direction or current Franco-Spanish poliry, 
Monroe felt a ready sympathy with British proposals for a joint 
declaration in support or Spanish-American liberty when they 
came from the American minister Rush in the fall of the year. 
He felt that we ought to "meet the proposal of the British Govern
ment."• Jefferson was of like mind, declaring: "I could honestly, 
therefore, join in the declaration proposed," and Madison agreed 
that "there ought not to be any backwardness • , • in meeting 
her in the way she had proposed."' Here 'Was a chance to develop 
an entente with increasingly liberal England in opposition to the 
Holy Allisnce, the enemy of liberty and national independence. 
Here was an opportunity to influence the course of international 
politics for the cause of national liberty. Madison added, in his 
letter to Monroe: "Will it not be honorable to our country and 
possibly not altogether in vain to invite the British Government 
to extend the avowed disapprobation of the project against the 
Spanish Colonies to the enterprize of France against Spain her
self; and even to join in some declaratory act in behalf of the 
Greeks?"1 

Meanwhile, the British had come to the conclusion that it was 
necessary for them to act at once,-and alone, if necessary,-to 
protect their interests. In the beginning of October Canning 
"began by saying that our conversations • • • on the 26th of 

•Messages, U. 1~ I !IS; E. B. G,_,., in W"" lnftmJWtimt Smu, No. S. ol the 
Committee on Public lnformatioa, Wuhingtoa. September, 1817. 

•Monroe to JetJenoa, I June. 1823, Wrili..,o, VI. aoe-310. 
'The .-,rd of the p,_) and euuing aegotiatiou io to be fOWtd in the docu

meotopublisbed in Monroe' a Wrili..,..lot:.eiL. au~. The original poopoaal ia to 
be ... a on 361-366. Madioon'a reaction ia espr-• d m hio letter to JetJenon under 
date of 17 October, ibid~ su. 

•JetJenon to Monroe, M October, ibid., 11, SIS; MadiMa to Monroe, SO Oc:tobu 
ibid., ~S!I.S. 

·~~--
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September having led him to conclude that nothing could be 
accomplished between us • • • he had deemed it indispensable, 
as no more time was to be lost, that Great Britain should herself, 
without any concert with the United States, come to an explana
tion with France." Thus Great Britain, refusing to meet the 
American counter-demand for recognition of the South American 
states by Britain as a condition prior to any joint pronouncement 
on the question of intervention in those regions by the Holy 
Alliance, was the first party to modify the plan for a joint declara
tion.1 In conferences beginning on 9 October, 1823, Canning 
notified France of the opposition of Great Britain in case 
the alliance should move against the former Spanish colonies.• 
The American Secretary of State, John Quincy Adams, had 
expressed a preference for separate declarations of policy in any 
case and the attitude and action of Great Britain in October now 
left no alternative. although up to the very last day of November 
Adams was still planning for this ''glorious example of power, 
animated by justice." Be declared that " • • • this Govern
ment is willing to move in concert with Great Britain." 

QUES'l'ION 01' AUTHORSHIP 

The decisive factors in bringing about a separate declaration 
were not, therefore, Adams' more or less pronounced preference 
for that mode of action but the cessation of British overtures and 
the occurrence of the opening of Congress. In his letter to Rush 
on 29 November (only threB day11 beforB thB meBaagB was delivered) 
Adams is still planning for a joint declaration with Britain and, in 
any case, his preference as declared was merely for separate 
overt actions based, as he indicates again to Rush in instructions 

'Rush to Adams, !6 November, 1828, ibid., tOl; 10 October, 1828, and tl Feb
ruary. 18i4, ibid., 389 and t29. 

'lbid.,<602;afairlyfullaccountof the Anglo-Frencheonferenceil to he found in a 
Memorandum cf Conference, printed in Monroe' a W riling•, VI, t1S..l9; this would 
appear to have been given to Rush by Canning on IS December (see Canning to 
:usb, 18 December, ibid., tiS) and by the latter forwarded to Adams, although 1 
>~1-~>reoord of the date of ita receipt by Adams. Great Britain had already 
""';'...._ her nnwillingneaa to participate in any effort to restore the Spanish col
~~ the mother country (Instructions to Duke of Wellington, British represen
tstive m the Congreoo of Verona, !7 September, 1822, in Britiol& and Forei9'! Stat. PO:, X. t. 6); abe now intimated that abe would be opposed to such action by 
?,__ Wit- possible that Monroe and Adatu were eogniaant ol the instruc
~ ... to ellmston, 10 fu u they went. 
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dated SO November, on a "confidential concert or opinions and 
operations." Thus Adams very probably regarded the action 
which was actually taken as, in some sort, co-operation with 
Britain; he counted on "the co-operation or Great Britain" in 
any case. The very slight amount or attention given by Adams in 
the Memoirs to the message upon its delivery and his neglect to 
mention Rush's dispatch or 26 November, telling or the Anglo
French conference or 9-1!! October, when he received this dispatch, 
together with his preoccupation with the academic incident with 
the Russian minister suggest that he attached less importance to 
the doctrine itself and to the manner or its being declared than 
to his private plans. They certainly belie any picture of the action 
of 2 December as a dramatic and sharp triumph for Adams.' 

Similarly with the question of the "authorship" of the message 
or 1828. In spite of the narrowness or view which characterizes 
his treatment of the subject, Mr. Ford has clearly shown that 
Adams had a preponderant share in the literary authorship or the 
message. That he was a legitimate father to the policy in 8pirit 
and purpo811, however, it is impossible to maintain in view of the 
contributions or Canning, Rush and the-to all New England 
Federalists distasteful-party or philosophical republicans of 
Jefferson's school. On the very day of its delivery he paid little 
attention to it, as has been seen. It was rather a nuisance to him 
in his own plans, and in the result it was the element contributed 
by Adams which later hardened and shriveled the doctrine from a 
generous and statesmanlike policy to a mean and shortsighted 
program of isolation and imperialism. Just so had another 
Adams reduced Washington's lofty concept or neutrality to a 
petty rule or "safety first.''1 

At all events, Monroe declared to the world on 2 December, 
1828, that we should consider any attempt on the part of the 
allied powers to extend their system to any portion of this hemi· 
sphere as dangerous to our peace and safety.• The American 

1Adam.s to Rush, 29 and SO November, ibid. WI', 410; Mtmairo, VI. iDS, HS, 
oeq .• «•: Writing•, VI. .01; Mtmairo, 189 oeq. 

1"John Quincy Adamo and the Monroe Doctrine," in ..4.....:...n Binarical ~ 
fteu>. Vli. 676 o<q., and VIII, i8 oeq. 

'The declaration ia in M UlffJ9U, ll. 207. 220, eop. 209, 218. I have omitted 
mention of the anti-eolonization theme in the menage, not he<auae it ia not part 
of the doctrine, but he<ause it wu then, and ia-to a greater e:dent-now subor
dinate to the anti-inlperial theme. 
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nati?n ~us ~k up a definite position in the most critical diplo
matic. ~ituabon of the day, in direct relations, respectively, of 
opposition to and co-operation with the powers of Europe. We 
had entered the lists, as we were destined to do again a century 
Jater, to make the world safe for the practice of political self
government in the face of threats of a military autocracy. An 
observer wrote from Buenos Aires: "The weight of our moral 
character as a nation in the scale of Europe is equal to armies in 
the field" and in 18!l6 Webster described the action thus: "That 
people [of the United States] saw, and they rejoiced to see, that 
on a fit occasion, our weight had been thrown into the right scale, 
and that, without departing from our duty, we had done some
thing useful, and something effectual, for the cause of civil 
liberty."1 This is not isolation, but intervention! 

In order to substantiate this view of the declaration and bring 
out its full meaning reference will be made to several related 
facts. 

IN EFFECT A JOJN'J! DECLARATION 

All first proposed the declaration was to be a joint diplomatic 
demarche by England and America, and as such was acceptable 
and welcomed by the President, his most sympathetic advisers, 
his Secretary of State and his minister to London. Rush had writ
ten Adams: "I had no hesitation in saying [to Canning] that, under 
their warrant [his general powers] I would (if Britain would 
recognize the independence of the former Spanish colonies) put 
forth with Great Britain the declaration to which he had invited 
me." In this connection it is well to remember that Rush was an 
especially careful and competent representative, not given to rash 
actions.' 

In the event the effect was to "group" America and England 
clearly and in a spectacular position in the diplomatic scene; no 
French or Spanish observer had any illusions on that score. In 
effect it 1.tXU a joint declaration. It might even be hazarded that 
Europe saw the significance of the declaration more c!early than 
did anyone in America except the group about the President. The 
French foreign minister suspected actual collusion between 

'JIOOuey to Monroe. Monroe, W ritirtf•• VI. tsO: ibid., "'· 
'Above, note 1 p.tM;RuahtoAdamo lDSeptember,iDMomoe. Writirtf•, VI,S7'7, 

386, eap. 8111; Moore, Prineiplu, Ul. 
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Britain and America. Later Canning, in an effort to curb America 
in her Pan American leadership, destroyed this grouping.' 

In the second place, the American action has had the eft'ect of 
maintaining and even creating relations on the part of America 
with Europe regarding the former Spanish colonies which would 
not otherwise be there. Instead of letting the colonies drop oft' 
into comparative obscurity with no comment made, here was a 
new fabric of relations between the old and new worlds to take the 
place of the otherwise vanishing tie of colonial dependence. Ever 
since 1828 the doctrine has constituted an added subject in 
American diplomatic relations to Europe, especially in the diplo
macy of the United States. It has entailed active diplomatic 
intervention and the danger of war whenever it has had to be 
enforced.· It constituted, in eft'ect, a guaranty by the United 
States, contra mundum, of the territorial integrity and political 
independence of some twenty Latin American republics-not a 
step adroitly calculated to take the United States out of active 
international life! In its earlier days (1826) it was accordingly 
regarded in Congress as a dangerous liability which ought to be 
repudiated as likely to defeat the friendly policies of Washington 
and Jeft'erson.1 It did not relieve us from, but involved us still 
more deeply in, international politics. 

To PaOTEC'l REPUBLICAN INsTITU'llONS 

Finally, the primary object of the Monroe doctrine was to 
protect American domestic republican institutions and related not 
at all to American foreign relations outside of that object. Apart 
from the emphasis on this idea in the message itself, Monroe re
verted to it in his message to Congress a year later, on 7 December, 
1824 (my italics): "The deep interest which we take in their 
independence, which we have acknowledged, and in their enjoy
ment of all the rights incidental thereto, eapeciaUy in tM r1ery 
imponant one of instituting tMir own g0r1emment, has been declared • 
• • • It is impossible for the European Governments to interfere 
•For Spanish and Flench opinion oee Roberuon, "Mtml'fHI DoctriM Alwood i11 

181!3-t.i," in ... .........,.,,. Politieol Scier&u Re.ietl, VI, M6-66S, esp. 661 f«l.; ibid., 
651 and •61-5611. 

'See the debates in the Houae ol Repreoentativa in connection with the Panama 
Congresa in 18i7, aa quoted in McMaster, Hillorr/ of 1M Uniled Stotu, V, ~; th 
quotation is from the R.,uter of Debalu in CDnf'"UI, Vol. II, Part 1, pulim. 
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in their concerns, e8p«ially in thole alluded to ••• without affecting 
us." The same conclusion has been strikingly set forth by a recent 
writer under the title The Origin, Meaning, and International 
Force of the Monroe Doctrine: "It was at this point of di8tinction 
between the idea8 of government on the part of the monarchies of 
Europe and those that had sprung up in the midst of the new and 
independent nationality established upon this side of the ocean 
that the peoples of the two continents began to draw apart (my 
italics)." The author notes that along with this went an increase 
of international relations apart from the governmental connec. 
tion.1 Finally, Canning had described to Rush the character of 
the separation which they had all witnessed by the phrase: "So 
far as the tie of political dependence was concerned,'' and this is the 
meaning of Adams' expatiations on "right,'' "liberty,'' and 
"independence,'' also I take it.1 

This object also lay back of the no-alliances program of 1797-
1801 and determined its scope. Thus, in his message of 17 Sep
tember, 1796, Washington said (my italics) : "Against the insidious 
wiles of foreign influence (I conjure you to believe me, fellow
citizens) the jealousy of a free people ought to be constantly awake, 
since history and experience prove that foreign influence is one of 
the most baneful foes of f'epublican gooernment." Note that 
Washington went on: "But that jealousy to be useful, must be 
impartial, else it becomes the instrument of the very influence to 
be a voided, instead of a defense against it."1 

No BAB To ACTIVE I~'TEBCOUliSE 
According to this interpretation the declaration offered no bar 

to the most active relations between the new states and Europe, 
or between the United States and Europe so long as that primary 
object be safeguarded. Nothing shows this so clearly as does the 
willingness of the American Government to entertain the idea of an 
international conference on the subject of the former Spanish 
colonies provided those states be invited to attend and the con-

1M uMJgu, D, !160; Charlemagne Tower, in .A ...mea,. I""""" of ln~moational 
LaVI, XIV. 1-211. 

1Ruah to Adamo, 111 Auguat, 1823, Monroe, Writing•, VI, 861-365, eop., 86S; 
Adama to Andeno11, 27 May, 1823, ibid., 555, and draft of reply to the R .... ian 
minisler, 27 November, 1823, in M~ •• VI, Ill. 

•M...,.,u,l.IIIL 
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f'erence go upon their independence as a prior ass~mption. So 
with the invitation to join the Holy AUiance; the refusal was based 
on the difference between the internal domestic political principles 
of the United States and the Allies. The real object of the con
ference proposed in 1828 was clearly seen to be the "calming" of 
the former Spanish colonies and the restoration of the principles of 
authority-Spanish authority-in them. It was not the idea of 
international conference that was resented and which caused the 
United States-and Britain also--to refuse to attend, but that of 
Europe exercising "jurisdiction over communities now of right 
exempt from it," "unsolicited by the latter and against their 
will."1 

In this connection it should be recalled that the reciprocal pledge 
which Monroe gave was that the United States would keep out of 
the dmnestic affairs of European states. He declared: "Our policy 
in regard to Europe ••• remains the same, which is not to inter
fere in the internal concerns of any of its powers."• The whole 
problem in discussion was that of domestic self-government. And, 
in the result, there was created a numerous group of free repub
lics in this hemisphere which were allowed to go forward to the 
development of the Pan American system of international co
operation, a thing which never could have come about if Latin 
America had become, like Africa, part of the European colonial 
world. 

Again, if it be said that such a threat of intervention on the part 
of America promised more than we could actually perform in our 
naval weakness at that time the effect is directly to admit the 
intention of the declaration while denying the power to carry it 
out, which is not in question here. Just so had Washington and 
Jefferson desired naval power in 1796 and in 1800 for America to 
enable her to intervene in the European area. Washington desired 
a naval force to protect our trade in the Mediterranean. Jefferson 
had the same thing in mind and also action against the patrons of 
the Barbary pirates, in the West Indies; back in 1788 he had writ
ten Washington that "a maritime force was the only one by which 

•Adamo to Rush, SO November (!), 1823, in Monroe. Wriling1, VI, 409-413, 
esp. Ul; Adamo to Middleton, 5 July, 1820, ibid., SU-5.50; Rush to Can
ning. 9.7 August. 18~8, ibid., S79-S80, and Rush to Adamo, I February, 18U, 
ibid., us. 

•M...,.ge of I December, 1823, in Mmagu, D, 1!9-1111. 
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we can act ~n Europe."1 Here also the effect of three thousand 
miles of water was not so much to keep Europe out of America 
as to keep America out of Europe; and it was these three thousand 
miles of water and not a policy of isolation that did keep America 
out of Europe. 

INTERVENTION IN WoRLD PoLITICs 

This interpretation of the character and purpose of the declara
tion or 1828 is confirmed by the utterances or various statesmen in 
Europe and America at the time. Later in December, Monroe 
wrote Jefferson concerning the general subject, and himself the 
author of the message and therefore best qualified to speak of its 
intention and purport, portrayed the message as an intervention 
by America in world politics in ~peration with Great Britain to 
preserve a wholesome basis for international relations in opposition 
to the imperialism of the Holy Alliance.1 Lafayette praised the 
action as a blow to Bourbonism in the cause of liberty.• Metter
nich bemoaned the calamity put upon the world by republican 
America.• Reactionary publicists feared the United States as a 
new factor in the game of European politics.' The doctrine 
maintained and extended the characteristic American program of 
participating fully in international politics to the extent necessary 
to its own interests. The action of 1828 depended largely upon the 
conviction that, though of interest to Europe and hence (by 
implication from the utterances of 1797 and 1801) not or interest 
to us by the provincial theory of European-American relations, this 
in fact was an American question as much as, and at the. same time 
as, it was a European question. Had we not, indeed, acted as 
sponsors in attempting to have the South American states received 
into the family of nations 1 Canning had said to Rush that this 
question "was also, to the full, as much American as European"; 
he later told the French that he could not understand "how a 
European congress could discuss Spanish-American affairs with-

1Meooage of Washington of 7 December, 1796, in MuMJgu, I. 201; Jefferson, 
Writing•, IV, !IS-M, and letter of 4 December, 1788 in ibid., V, 68. 

'Monroe to Jelfenon t December and(?) December, in Wriling1, VI, Mi-845. 
l'fo Monroe, (?) Much, ISH, quoted in Monroe, Wriling1, VII, a, note 1. 
•RoberUon, op. cit., 660, quoting Public Record Office letter from Sir Henry 

Wellesley to Canning. 21 January, 18~4. 
'll>id., 66S. 
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out calling to their councils a power so eminently interested ln the 
result as the United States of America, Austria, Russia and 
Prussia being comparatively so much less concerned in the sub
ject," and the Prince de Polignac apparently saw the point.l 

We were in 18~8 intervening in world politics and doing our 
best to establish a basis of international relations more generous 
than that of the 18th century and more conducive to free and 
hearty international C().()peration. 

•Rush to C&Dning, IS August, ISIS, in Monroe, Writing•. VI, 866. So in the 
Messa~!"' itself, in MuMJgU, II. at !US; 10 Adams to Nelson, it (ts?) April, !StS, ia 
Monroe, Writing•, VI, S5!-SS2; to Rush. SO November,18't3, ibid., at~ll; to Browne. 
!!S December, 18!!8, ibid., at t2~'t3; memorandum of CoofezeDce u cited, ibid.. 
at tl8. 



VII. THEORY AND PRACTICE, 1825-19fl0 
MlsiNTERPBETA'flON OcCURRED 

So matters stood in 1825. From that date until recent times 
three conditions prevailed. 1 

In the first place the misinterpretations of the policies of 
Washington and Jefferson and Monroe, which had appeared so 
early and had found such powerful advocates, carne to be accepted 
as true statements of those policies. The negative aspects of those 
policies were treated as the essential parts thereof-or rather as 
the whole thing. This development was stimulated by the wave 
of Western democratic Americanism which set in with Jackson in 
1828-29, and by the growing consciousness of national power 
which came with the expansion of the country and the increase in 
national wealth and power. But it was caused fundamentally by 
the fact-and this is the second of the three prevailing conditions 
of 1825-190o-that Europe let us alone. Europe was at peace 
from 1825 to 18.50 and the wars of the next two decades did not 
develop into general conflagrations. If they had it may be con
jectured that America could not and would not have stood out of 
them. And it is the critical periods in international relations 
which must be taken for testing American policy, not the quiet 
periods. Our foreign trade had not reached proportions sufficient 
to lead us actively into international affairs on that ground. It 
was quite natural that we should be inactive internationally. But 
this was due to external causes, not to a definite policy of absten
tion. Whenever the occasion arose for us to act, we acted and 
acted vigorously-as has been seen in the earlier parts ofthis paper. 
We even acted in some cases-all the while professing to be isola
tionists-in encouraging political movements abroad in a way 
which was far from reticent and reserved, and which was to be 
duplicated only by the propagandist activities of certain govern
ments and parties in 1917-1919. It is probably true that the 
United States, even in this period, undertook more active 
eteps in international relations over and above those called for by 
the need.! of the immediate defense of national intere8ts, more crusad
ing demarches, than the average European state. 

The third line of development to be noted in this period is the 
expansion of American trade and the natural expansion of inter-
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national relations in general until by 1900 we were no longer 
being let alone and could not expect to be let alone in the future. 
Then came the need for more action in the field of diplomacy for 
the defense of particular national interests as occasion demanded, 
in addition, presumably, to the continued promotion of certain 
general aims to which we had been attached from the beginning. 
Then a curious thing happened. The doctrine of isolation which, 
though preached so vigorously during 1825-1900, had not pre
vented much actual diplomatic action in support of ultimate and 
general ideals, was now invoked to limit action in defense of im
mediate and particular interests. And in our day the doctrine, 
still built upon false interpretations of Washington's and Jeffer
son's and Monroe's declarations, and re-enforced by the continued 
repetition of those false interpretations for the past hundred years, 
has been invoked to prevent continued action of the Conner type. 

EVENTS TOO STRONG FOR MYTH 

Events have proven too strong for the myth, except in a few 
notable and important-on the whole the most important-cases. 
Just as in 1825-1900 our practice diverged from our proclamations, 
so since 1900 we have had increased evidences that the real 
American policy, as revealed by our actual practice in critical 
situations, is one of participation and c~peration, not isolation; 
is one of promoting freer and fuller international intercourse, not 
of seeking to have that intercourse restricted and reduced and 
pitched upon the plane of nationalistic competition, rather than 
international co-operation. One or two illustrations of this will 
suffice. 

In the autumn of 1900, after the troops of the United States 
and the European powers had relieved the besieged legations in 
Peking, the United States stepped into the r6le of leader and 
declared that certain conferences must be held to clear up the 
situation. I The basis of discussion, we insisted,1 must be Secre
tary Hay's note to the powers of S July which contained two 

•Adee to Conger, !i August. 1900; Conger to Hay, 11 September, 1900; Rockhill 
to Hay, 1 October, 1900; President McKinley to the Emperor of China, 18 October, 
1900; in Foreign Rel<Jtioru, 1900, 197, iOO, 204, !!95; other dil!Jl&tchee p<Uoim. 

'Hill (acting Secretary of State) to Conger, !!9 September, 1900; Hay to Conger, 
19 October, 1900; ibid., !!04,1117. 
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principal doctrines for application in the Chinese situation, 
namely, concurrent international action, whatever the objects to 
be attained should be, and equality among the nations of com
mercial privilege in China.1 We further insisted that, in discussing 
indemnities and punishment, the proposals put forward must 
commend themselves to all parties by their justice and modera
tion, and opposed proposals from certain quarters which were 
expressions of sheer vindictiveness and military passion and which 
aimed at exclusive national profit at the expense of China and 
the other powers. German and French representatives urged 
exemplary and extreme punishments for guilty Chinese officials 
and they desired to exact large punitive indemnities for each 
nation with the right to occupy Chinese territories until these in
demnities should be paid; the United States, supported by Great 
Britain, opposed punishments which would create new passions 
among the nations by appearing to be excessive and unjust, and 
opposed the cutting up of China under any pretext.2 In short, 
the American policy was one of conference, of co-operation and of 
general justice in opposition to the forces of exclusive national 
military action. 

THE MoRoccAN INTERVENTION 

In the Moroccan affair this policy was brought to bear even more 
forcibly. France, in 1904, attempted to strengthen her position in 
Morocco by agreements with Spain and Great Britain providing 
for French "assistance" to the sultan in matters of police and 
finance. Thereupon Germany espoused the Moroccan cause and 
seemed to threaten war on the Entente just when France was 
quite unprepared and Russia reeling from the effects of the war 
with Japan. It was in the following spring that William II paid 
his visit to Tangier and declared that he "had decided to do every
thing in his power to safeguard German interests in Morocco, 
considering the sultan as an absolutely independent sovereign."• 
At this juncture President Roosevelt wrote to the Kaiser, as a 
private individual, ostensibly, but obviously expressing the idea 
at the bottom of American policy in all such cases, and "sug-

1Hay to Herdliska, S July, 1900, Formgn Relalitnu, 1900, 99. 
1DisJ>a:tcbes, <;onger to Hay, in ibid., ~lim, e!ljleCially at 237 e1 .eg. 
'Text m Tard1eu, La Conf~renc4 rl Algenrtu, Appendix, 6711. 681. 
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gested that a conference of powers be held to discuss the Moroc
can difficulty and to agree upon terms for a peaceful adjustment."' 
This plan was apparently accepted by the Kaiser and returned to 
the President, in the guise of a German proposal, by the German 
ambassador in Washington in a letter dated 6 April, 1905: "On 
April 5th he [Speck von Sternburg] wrote me again. This time he 
maintained •.• that he must insist upon a conference of the 
powers to settle the fate of Morocco."• The demand wa.~ simul
taneously pressed upon Europe from Berlin. Roosevelt thereupon 
urged France most vigorously to "accept" the proposal as made 
by Germany. The French resisted this demand for a conference, 
now put forward by Germany, as requiring them to submit a 
national affair to international discussion. Apart entirely from 
the idea that Roosevelt had proposed the conference originally 
in defense of France it is hard to agree in principle to the opposi
tion to conference on what was obviously a matter of some interest 
to the whole group of powers. France yielded, in the end, and 
agreed to a conference.• When things appeared blocked because 
of disagreement upon a basis of discussion, he provided a formula. 
acceptable to both France and Germany,• the Kaiser meanwhile 
promising to defer to Roosevelt's opinion in a.ny disputes arising 
with France in the course of the conference! Throughout the 
sessions, in January-April, 1906, the American representatives, 
present at the conference in virtue of our participation in the 
general international convention of 1880, regarding Morocco,• lent 
all the weight of their comparatively independent and neutral 
influence to that proposal or set of proposals which seemed to 
promise a settlement most satisfactory to all parties. As mat
ters stood that meant, in most cases, opposing the intransigeant 

'Thayer, Theodml Roos ... elt, !ill. Roo.evelt told Mr. Thayer of this action him
self. There is no text of the letter available in any printed collection and Biohop 
makeo no mention of it in his recently published work; indeed no one except Mr. 
Thayer aeema to have any knowledge of this action. 

1Roooevelt to American Ambaosador in London, Whitelaw Reid, ill April, 1906, 
in Bishop, I, •67-sos, at 468. 

1Tardieu, op. cit., 65, note 2. For Roooevelt's own account of bow he prevailed 
on France to accept the ideo of a conference and Bishop's estimate of this action, 
aee Bishop, op. cit., at •67 and •77. Bishop has said that Roo.evelt wu here acting 
"at the inoistent requeot of the Kaiser", Scrilmn'1 Mag<DiM, April, llliO, Slli. 

•Roosevelt to Reid, in Bishop, op. cit., .s5. 
'Ibid., 487. 
ITert in Trealiu (Malloy), I, 1220. 
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demands of Berlin and Vienna. The French never recovered from 
their resentment at the proposal and promotion of the conference 
in the first place, however, and Tardieu explains the American 
action at Algeciras as due. not to any friendship for France but, 
on the contrary, to solicitude for the stability and justice of 
international relations in general.1 The American plan was put 
forward when the conference appeared to be permanently dead
locked and was accepted by France and-after strong insistence 
from the President-by Germany. As Bishop has said, "the 
PreRident drew up the terms of settlement which were adopted 
and • • • fairly compelled the Kaiser to give his unwilling assent 
to them." On 10 July, 1905, the German Government tendered 
to Roosevelt its recognition and appreciation of what he had done 
"to bring about speedy and peaceful solution of the questions at 
issue."1 This solution may be summarized as opposing the French 
claim to exclusive control in 1\lorocco on the basis of her agree
ments with England and Spain; the recognition by France and 
Spain of responsibility to the rest of the world for their behavior 
in Morocco through the acceptance of a mandate from the powers, 
involving a pledge of the open door and equal opportunity in the 
mandate territory, and of provisions for supervision, verification 
and inspection to check the execution of the mandate.• Apart 
from the substance of the solution we aimed at settlement by 
peaceful conference rather than by war. As Secretary of State 
Root put it: "Our chief wish was to be of service in promoting a 
peaceful settlement of the controversy";' in a secondary way we 
promoted the doctrines of the open door. 

Rui!S<hTAPANESE WAR MEDIA'I'ION 

Finally, the President's part in the settlement of the Russo
Japanese war deserves notice. Roosevelt proposed a conference 

1Tardieu, op. ril., especially 249 .C uq., 297-298, SSS, 446. On the peculiar 
.U..tegic value of the American pooition in the conference see ibid. at 6S; Tardieu'a 
opinion U at 461. 

'Roosevelt to ~kid, in Bishop, op. ril., 490 .C uq. BiAhop in ScrilntM'1 Mogtu.inl, 
ad ril.; Tower to Adee, 10 July, 1906, in ForoignRolalionl, 1905,668,669. 

'Root to Speck von Sternburg, 19 February, 1906, in Biahop, Tlu!otlorl llooH
..U and hill Ti,..., I, 490; abo summary on 496. Thia appears to be the origin of the 
institution of territorial mandates. 

•Same to aame, 17 March, 1906, in Biahop, op. cil~ 499. 
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to terminate the war as soon as it appeared to him that the in
terests of Japan and Russia and of the rest of the world demanded 
it.' This effort came to nothing. On Japanese invitation he 
resumed this task after the defeat of Rozhdestvensky's fleet.1 He 
followed up the acceptance of Russia of the principle of a con
ference by making sure that the conference actually met, in spite 
of Russian obstructions.1 He compelled agreement in the con
ference on a formula of his own.• The steps taken assisted Japan 
at the beginning by relieving her of the dangerous opportunity of 
continuing the war, but the Japanese demands in the conference 
at Portsmouth had, in turn, to be restrained by counsels of mod
eration. Roosevelt did not relish the task and undertook it out 
of a sense of duty to the general welfare.' Peace seemed to be the 
primary object. But beneath the questions of relative national 
advantage or disadvantage, and beyond the idea of peace and 
potentially in conflict with it, lay the fundamental principle of all 
the actions just reviewed. That principle may be stated thus: 
International issues ought to be settled whenever possible by the 
method of conference and according to the standards of justice, 
not by military action in direct pursuit of exclusive national 
advantage irrespective of legal right or the consent of the world.• 

It is not to be inferred that Roosevelt would always have 
favored the method of general conference for settling international 
disputes. In the Russo-Japanese case he was distinctly opposed 
to such a method of action, insisting on a Russo-Japanese con
ference pure and simpl-with, perhaps, a few contributions from 
himself alone. He felt that the object of international adjustment 
could be better served, under the circumstances, by such a step, 
and, as was the case with the American policy toward the Danish 
Sound Dues conference, preferred the object to the form of inter
national co-operation. That object was, as it has always been in 

. American foreign policy, peace based upon justice achieved 
•Roosevelt to Taft, 15 April, 1905, ibid., SSO. 
•Rooaevelt to Lodge, 161une, 1905, ibid., SB'il. 
'Same to Meyer, American ambassador in St. Petersburg, 16 lone, 1905, and 

Meyer to same, 17 lone, 1905, in Bishop, op. cil., 590, 591. 
•Roosevelt to Emperor William II and to the .Mikado, !18 Augult, 1905, ibid., •10. 
'See correspondence quoted ibid., ,_.;,., 
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Douglas Robinoon of 51 Auguot, 1905, in Biahop, op. cil., 565, 1•s: aoo !etten in an 
article on RGoHoe/4 P-Jial<er, in Scribner'• far September, 1919, at 159 ffl. Hll• 
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through mutual consent.' Now it can not be denied that the 
literary evidence in support of the tradition of isolation during 
the period 18~5-1900 and even since that time is very strong. 
Similarly, it can not be denied that the literary evidences of 
the period previous to 18~5 carry a superficial appearance of 
the same sort. Accordingly, if the reader turns back to the ad
dresses an!i declarations of Washington, Jefferson and Monroe, or 
runs through the utterances of Polk, Cleveland, Olney and others 
in later years, he will immediately be struck with the apparent 
clearness and definiteness of the policy of isolation there stated. 
For one thing, we have been so schooled, and have grown so ac
customed to the tradition, that the delicate psychological mechan
ism of critical reserve and analytical appreciation which should 
come into operation whenever we are confronted with diplomatic 
and political documents ceases to function at sight of the familiar 
formulas, and it does not, naturally, occur to us to re-examine the 
words to see whether they carry the meaning which is ascribed to 
them. Furthermore, for the period of 18~5-1900 it is literally 
true that a policy of nonparticipation was proclaimed in so many 
words, time and time again. At the risk of some repetition the 
reply which should be made may be repeated: for the period 18~5-
1900 the declarations are empty words, mumbled over and over 
because of the force of habit and tradition and patriotic feeling, 
which are denied in the actual practice of American diplomacy and 
which are not needed to explain such inactivity as did exist; for 
the period before 1825 and the utterances of Washington, Jeffer
son and Monroe, a closer scrutiny will show that these statesmen 
did not say what they are reputed to have said, that the words 
usually quoted in support of the doctrine of nonparticipation 
must be read in combination with other words and phrases which 
qualify, and even reverse, their meaning as ordinarily represented, 
and that the speakers were deliberately preaching a policy the very 
opposite of that which their opponents succeeded in fastening 
upon their utterances and handing down to posterity as the 
teachings of the Fathers for the future guidance of the country. 

1 Letters to Hay of SO March and t April, 1905, iD Bishop, op. eit., 877-878. 



VIII. THE LEGEND BELIED BY AMERICAN 
HISTORY 

It may be useful to summarize the conclusions reached in this 
study. It is submitted: first, that America from the very begin
ning has made deliberate and elaborate and persistent and, on the 
whole, widely successful efforts to destroy certain obstacles in 
diplomatic method and commercial practice to the free develop
ment of the system of international intercourse; that, in the second 
place, she has not only attempted to eliminate certain mechanical 
and nationalistic obstacles and to substitute a regime of simplicity 
and equality in diplomacy and of freedom and equal treatment in 
commerce and navigation, but she has also led in the promotion 
of the organization and practice of arbitration and judicial settle
ment, and in the development of a system of co-operation among 
the American republics which is even now assuming still more 
promising forms of usefulness and significance. As against this 
record it is ineffective to urge the tradition of isolation built upon 
the utterances of Washington, Jefferson and Monroe. FO'T the 
policies of neutrality and of no-alliances were adopted specifically 
to prevent Americafrmn being uolatedfrmn the rest of the world, by 
being grouped diplomatically with this, that or the other power. 
And Monroe's declaration was in effect a diplomatic co-operation 
with England, an intervention in the system of the balance of 
power strictly parallel to the action of 6 April, 1917. That 
declaration in no sense pledged us to remain out of international 
relations with Europe, Latin America, or the rest of the world, 
but has in fact been the chief single cause and principle of our par
ticipation in world politics ever since. And the attitude of the 
United States in the Boxer episode and the Moroccan affair may be 
accepted as characteristic of our policy in all our foreign relati.:>ns. 

There is one sense in which it is strictly accurate to say that the 
United States has not participated in general international rela
tions and has professed her intention not to so participate. She 
has not desired to enter the international contest for colonies, 
protectorates and concessions, nor played the game of inter
national power politics on a general footing with, and through the 
same methods employed by, the other nations of the world. Until 
very recently the United States had done none of these things and 
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she has made a few awkward steps in that direction recently only 
as the result of fundamental changes in her financial life, and 
through the incidental results of a war undertaken with other 
objects in view. And this policy of abstention was largely dictated 
by aversion to practices which made for international strife and 
conflict. As in the case of the policies of neutrality and no-al
liances, we abstained from one form of international activity that 
we might more effectively co-operate in the general and beneficial 
forms of international life. We refrained from imperialistic com
petition in the interest of international accord. But to picture 
that policy as a program of isolation from the good as well as the 
bad is like saying of a man who refuses to touch poison ivy that 
he will have nothing to do with growing plants. What is more to 
the point, it is historically inaccurate. Whatever one wishes to 
believe about the past or would prefer to have America do in the 
future the record stands clear: the United States has never pro
fessed and practiced a policy of national isolation but has, on the 
contrary, professed and practiced a policy of international organi
zation and co-operation to a degree not equaled by any other 
nation. • 


